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deviations. A hierarchal classification system with predefined phrases is in aviation 
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2. Introduction 

2.1. Background  
The Swedish Aviation Safety Authority, Swedish ASA, is responsible for establishing 
standards regarding safety within the civil aviation. The Swedish ASA is also responsible 
for inspections, acceptance of organisations, personnel and physical objects in civil 
aviation.  
 
The Swedish government has an aim that the safety standards in Sweden should be equal 
to, or higher than other well-developed civil aviation nations. The Swedish ASA therefore 
collects and performs of analyses data from the aviation system, such as accident and 
incident reports, or reports from inspections regarding deviations. This enables 
identification and analysis of potential safety risks so that preventive measures can be 
taken against these risks. 
 
To enable a better foundation for prioritising which actions or measures to take against 
different risks the Swedish ASA has decided to standardise a classification system for 
reporting deviations found in inspections. The purpose of a classification system is that 
similar deviations always should be reported in the same way. The inspectors are therefore 
not free to choose their own words but are constrained to use a standardised language. A 
hierarchal system with a standardised language is in aviation referred to as taxonomy. 
Taxonomy is already in use when reporting accidents and incidents but not when reporting 
deviations found in inspections. If the taxonomy also could be implemented in the 
reporting of deviations found in inspections this would make it possible to find out what 
kind of accident or incident the deviation has been involved in. To make this connection 
possible the information has to be stored, preferably in a database.  
 
As a part of this risk based approach the inspectors who report different deviations found 
in inspections shall also make use of a risk matrix containing acceptance levels. A 
deviation found shall be assessed by the inspector and inserted in the risk matrix thus 
defining a risk value. Risk awareness will enable a better prioritising of measures to 
prevent accidents. 

2.2. Purpose and objectives 
We have to propose an applicable taxonomy for reporting deviations found in inspections. 
It is desirable that the taxonomy to the greatest extent possible agrees with the already 
existing taxonomy used in occurrence reporting. Therefore we shall examine to what 
extension the already existing taxonomy can be used in inspection reporting. The 
standardisation means that the proposed taxonomy has to be so easy to interpret that 
similar findings always are reported in the same way, especially because there are many 
inspectors reporting. 
 
Questions at issue are for instance: 
 
How can taxonomy be developed to be applicable for inspection reporting? 
Can a connection be made between inspection findings and risk assessment matrixes? 
Is it feasible to design a database management system to support inspections and analysis? 
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2.3. Limitations 
To prevent this project to be too extensive the scope for this master thesis is to only include 
domains in aviation, which affect flight operators and aerodromes. The taxonomy and 
database developed will only be at an introductory state. 

2.4. Target group 
This thesis audience is foremost persons within the Swedish ASA and also aimed to 
working groups in the European aviation community. Other possible interested parties may 
be different kinds of authorities or other organisations. These parties can benefit through 
use of standardisation of risk reports, which make it easier to prioritise different kinds of 
measurements.  

2.5. Working method 

2.5.1. Study of literature 
In the beginning of this work a study of literature was accomplished. The study of literature 
is partly presented as a theory chapter, partly as a frame of reference chapter. The purpose of 
the theory chapter is to explain theories used as a basis for this thesis. In the chapter frame of 
reference different conceptions in aviation are explained. Definitions and different domains, 
which represent aviation, are also described. A short explanation of terms and abbreviations 
frequently used in aviation can also be found in appendix 1. 

2.5.2. Taxonomy development 
Since there was no taxonomy in use for reporting of deviations found in inspections a new 
one had to be created. An already existing taxonomy formed the base concept. An 
extension and adaptation of existing taxonomy was performed using the relevant parts 
from valid rules and regulations as a foundation for the new taxonomy. In appendix 2 the 
relevant rules and regulations are listed. 

2.5.3. System support development 
Once the study of literature had been accomplished a minor, introductory database was 
developed. The database was created in Microsoft Access.  

2.5.4. Participation in aviation inspections 
We participated in one inspection of an operator in order to evaluate the proposed 
taxonomy functionality. Unfortunately it was not possible for us to participate in several 
inspections. Participation only in one inspection made it impossible to furthermore 
improve the proposed taxonomy and database system. A deeper test should have been 
desirable to improve some functionality.
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3. Frame of Reference 

3.1. Notions and definitions 

3.1.1. ICAO 
The International Civil Aviation Organisation, ICAO, is an international organisation 
within the United Nations whose foremost responsibility and objective is safety 
standardisation of the aviation community. The purpose of the standardisation is to achieve 
continuously improved safety in the global aviation, efficiency and punctuality. There are 
presently around 190 Member States. 

3.1.2. ECCAIRS 
The European Co-ordination Centre for Aviation Incident Reporting Systems, ECCAIRS, 
main objective and goal is to integrate information from systems of aviation reports within 
the European Union, EU.  

3.1.3. EASA  
The European Aviation Safety Agency, EASA, is a European aviation organisation in 
charge of safety within the civil aviation. This involves being in charge of high-level 
regulation, certification and standardisation for application in the national aviation 
authorities. 

3.2. Responsible aviation authority and government relation 

3.2.1. The Swedish Civil Aviation Administration 
The Swedish Civil Aviation Administration, Swedish CAA, is a provider of aerodrome and 
air navigation services. The Swedish CAA is a state owned organisation. 
 
The Swedish CAA is through the Swedish ASA responsible for the safety and security of 
their provider services. The Swedish CAA is also responsible for protecting the 
environment from pollution caused by the civil aviation. It should work for an equalised 
transportation system. Rules and regulation regarding aviation is stated in the Swedish 
ASA code of statutes, “Luftfartsverkets författningssamling”, LFS. 

3.2.2. The Swedish Aviation Safety Authority 
The Swedish Aviation Safety Authority, Swedish ASA, is an independent organisation in 
inspection and licensing matters within the Swedish CAA. The main tasks are inspection 
and licensing of organisations, personnel and physical objects in accordance with civil 
aviation legislation. The Swedish government appoints the Chief Executive Officer of the 
Swedish ASA. The Swedish ASA consists of five sections: 
 

 Regulations, development and issuing of safety regulations  
 Operational Approvals, including flight operations, flight training and personnel 

licensing 
 Technical Approvals, including type approvals, maintenance and production, 

maintenance training, aerodromes, air navigation services, security and analysis  
 Surveillance and inspections, including flight operations, flight training, 

airworthiness and maintenance facilities  
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 Internal Support  
 
The Swedish ASA is located in Norrköping, where all units are based except the section of 
inspections, which is based in the Stockholm region.  
 
Recently an investigation has been decided regarding a dividing of the organisation into 
two separate parts. The investigation objective is defined to look at the feasibility to divide 
the organisation into one authority body and one government owned provider. Several of 
the parties involved, amongst those the Swedish ASA, is positive to the investigation. 

3.3. The five main domains in aviation 

3.3.1. Flight operators 
Enterprises that use the airspace to move passengers and/or goods are called flight 
operators. Some of the flight operators use aircraft of their own, while other flight 
operators rent the aircraft they use. The flight operators have a responsibility to fulfil all 
rules and regulation regarding their activities. Examples of requirements for flight 
operators to fulfil are for instance different kinds of demands on crew, personnel training 
and operational environment including requirements concerning the pilots rest.   
 
The Swedish ASA inspects the flight operators continuously. The aim and goal of these 
inspections, or audits, is to make sure that different kinds of requirements are met. The 
international and national regulations, which are used by the Swedish ASA as a base for 
inspection of flight operators, are mainly JAR-OPS and BCL-D, see appendix 2. 

3.3.2. Airworthiness and maintenance 
An aircraft cannot be used for commercial air transport unless a maintenance certificate 
has been drawn up. An acceptable maintenance of the aircraft is required before a 
certificate is drawn up. An acceptable maintenance means inspection, repair, exchange and 
modification of the aircraft or aircraft components. To be approved as an organisation of 
maintenance, the organisation has to be registered as a legal representative. A maintenance 
organisation can be located on several locations and may have more than one approval. 
Another requirements, which must be met is that the maintenance organisation is required 
to provide workshops and maintenance facilities suitable for the activities. As a 
maintenance organisation it is also important to have a competent staff. All maintenance 
operations accomplished by a maintenance organisation shall be documented.  
 
The Swedish ASA performs all inspections of maintenance organisations. The 
international and national rules and regulations used as a base when inspecting such 
organisations are mainly JAR-145 and BCL-M. 

3.3.3. Education 
The Swedish Air Traffic Service Academy is owned by the Swedish CAA and is 
responsible for the education of personnel working within Air Navigation Services. The 
school is located near the aerodrome Malmö-Sturup. In the ATS Academy facilities there 
are several computerised simulators and an advanced radar simulator, which is considered 
to be one of the greatest and functionally most advanced in the world. In the Academy 
facilities there are also some research and development projects ordered by the Swedish 
ASA.  
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There are four different types of education that lead to flight licensing. The license of 
lowest competence applies to sport activities and the highest degree of competence applies 
to multi crew pilots. Between these levels there are two types of licenses, which applies to 
light aircraft crews. There are several flight schools in Sweden, but only four have 
approval for education of pilots for the license of highest degree of competence.  
 
Organisations performing instructional activities of aviation in Sweden are inspected 
continuously of the Swedish ASA. The operational requirements for such an organisation 
are gathered in the international and national rules and regulations JAR-STD, JAR-FCL 
and BCL-C, see appendix 2. 

3.3.4. Air Navigation Services 
The Air Navigation Services, ANS, is responsible for the Air Traffic Service, ATS, done 
by the Swedish CAA. The main task for ATS and Air Traffic Management, ATM, is to 
prevent accidents and to maintain a well-organised traffic. The ANS is a service provider 
of aircraft both in the air and on the ground. International standards, regulations and a joint 
language, English, are used to enhance the navigation of aircraft regardless of territory.   
 
Inspections are continuously accomplished to survey the ANS ability to fulfil the 
requirements specified in BCL-FT and BCL-T, see appendix 2. 

3.3.5. Aerodromes 
The Swedish CAA both operates and develops the aerodromes for the Swedish 
government. The operating and developing part of the Swedish CAA is part of the provider 
role. The number of employees working with the provider role is by far the largest if 
compared to other roles in the Swedish CAA. The provider role means that the Swedish 
CAA operates from the point of view of business economy. This implies that the 
aerodromes and the ANS operate on economy basis. Even though focus is on the economy 
the aim is to be able to have the aerodromes and destinations open at times of demand. 
Good communication and enough capacity are other important issues when operating an 
aerodrome. There are at present 14 government owned aerodromes where the Swedish 
CAA is the operator and five military aerodromes where the Swedish CAA is responsible 
for the civil air traffic. Furthermore there are aerodromes owned and/or operated by other 
organisations such as the Swedish municipalities. 
 
The Swedish ASA inspects aerodromes continuously. The rules and requirements to be 
fulfilled are described in the BCL-F, see appendix 2.  

3.4. Rules and regulations in aviation 

3.4.1. Safety objectives 
According to Parliamentary resolution regarding traffic 1987/88, the ambition for the work 
in aviation safety should be greater and be carried through with greater force and intensity. 
The aviation safety standard should at least be as good as in other well-organised civil 
aviation nations. The government has formed a vision of “zero accidents per flight hour”. 
One of the part objectives to reach zero accidents per flight hour for commercial operations 
is to fulfil the government’s aim to reduce the accident rate to half the value in the period 
1998-2008. The government also has goals regarding the aviation security where the aim is 
to protect the civil aviation from criminal acts. Moreover the aviation security will be as 
good as in other well-organised civil aviation nations.  
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3.4.2. International and national regulations and requirements 
The Swedish ASA has made a commitment that the Swedish rules and regulations 
regarding aviation safety will fulfil the standards and recommendations given by the 
ICAO. The Swedish rules and regulations will also fulfil recommendations given by 
ECAC regarding the international aviation. Rules and regulation regarding the national 
aviation will in principle follow the international regulations. 
 
The regulations and requirements of aviation are a foundation for the authorities in 
aviation. The aviation regulations describe the international commitments and origin from 
the Chicago convention. The national rules and regulations are called BCL, regulations in 
civil aviation. Except the national rules and regulations there are also an EC-ordinance and 
some EC-directives to consider through Sweden’s membership in the European 
Community, EC. 
 
The development of regulations in different areas of responsibility is done by, JAA, Joint 
Aviation Authorities.  
 
The EU has started a process for adoption of requirements and regulations called JAR, 
Joint Aviation Requirements that has been developed by JAA. JAR has the same status as 
the EC-ordinance and the purpose is to incorporate a number of technical demands. The 
common aviation policy will also include the harmonisation of rules and regulations so that 
it is possible to maintain a high safety level and to prevent a restriction of competition. 
Technical minimum demands, requirements and administrative procedures are presently 
handled in a harmonised way and determined in the existing different European 
communities. The aim is to be at least as good as the top level of safety in Europe and the 
harmonisation of safety will therefore be adjusted to that level. 
  
The Scandinavian Aviation Authorities have also established a co-operation to achieve 
improved safety in aviation. Aviation safety matters related to Scandinavian Airlines 
System, SAS, are set to work at the so-called “OPS-utvalget” and STK, Skandinaviska 
Tillsynskontoret. SAS is owned on a joint basis by the three countries Sweden, Norway 
and Denmark. Another forum is the Nordic meeting of aviation inspections and providers, 
NOLU.  
 
The aerodromes and the air navigation safety have also formed a co-ordination and 
development organisation through the Group of AGA Safety Regulators, GASR. 
 
The work for security in aviation is done by collaboration in the Nordic group for aviation 
security, NALS. 
 
The international organisation ICAO provides standards, recommendations and guidelines, 
which are published in the so-called Annexes. Each of these 18 Annexes has its own 
special content, for example licensing of staff, reports of occurrences including accidents 
and incidents.  
One aspect reflected in international agreements is that besides technical and operational 
standards there are also social aspects, health of profession and education. These aspects 
are also important factors to achieve a high level of safety culture in the aviation 
community. A matter of importance is also, in the aim for high level of safety, the 
agreements established with nations outside the international safety work in organisations 
like ICAO, JAA and ECAC. 
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4. Theory 
This chapter starts with a part about the idea of standardisation since the taxonomy is a 
way of standardisation. Standardisation is a way for organisations, as well as departments, 
to make sure that the information collection and exchange will not be misinterpreted. 
 
Thereafter the definition and meaning of risks are discussed and some information on 
present procedures in risk management is explained. In this part of the chapter a common 
risk matrix is introduced. Conclusively this chapter describes how an information system is 
built up and working. This part focuses on database management systems since creation of 
a database is a part of this project.   

4.1. Standardisation 
The standardisation of terms can be a way of making it easier to exchange information 
between different kinds of organisations or departments. The purpose of standard is to 
create a common platform as basis so that all involved know the exact meaning of terms. It 
is also useful to have a common direction of actions or a defined minimum requirement. 
  
The language used for communication might cause problems to use in certain situations. 
There can be hidden implications for example, irony, hidden agendas or interpretations. 
This means that there are times when a controlled vocabulary is necessary to be able to 
communicate with, for example other departments. 

4.1.1. Standard 
Standard usually means an optional developed common solution to frequently returning 
technical problems. Most likely though, the optional part is an illusion. The international 
organisation of standardisation, ISO, uses the following definition regarding standard:  
 
“Standard is documents established in unity determined of an acknowledge authority, that 
for common and repeated use gives rules, guidance or characteristics for activities or their 
results, in purpose to bring greatest possible order in a specific context.” 
 
The standard should be easy to access for those who are going to use it. The standard is 
therefore always represented in a univocal way, and what edition it concerns is a part of the 
representation. The information in a standard constitutes a part of the information of an 
object and receives a meaning first when it is referred to by a superior document. By 
referring to a standard one involves a commitment to keep quality and applicability at a 
high level.  

4.1.2. When to use standardisation 
The motive for standardisation is foremost economical, it is meant to be rewarding to make 
a standardisation. To visualise when it is rewarding to standardise one can study a diagram 
with two axes where one axis shows an economical value per time of reference and the 
other axis shows the number of reference occasions. The diagram is divided in four 
different fields. 
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 Figure 1 When to use standardisation 
 
Objects of standardisation with relatively low value and that seldom are objects of 
transactions within or between organisations, end up in the first field called A. The costs 
for standardisation, in these cases, are too high to be interesting.  
 
The objects that end up in the second field, field B, have a greater value than objects in 
field A, but the occasions of reference are still relatively low. In these cases there is often a 
reason to make a standardisation but in some cases it is better to specially adjust an object. 
Standards regarding telecommunications and other information technology can be assigned 
to this field. 
  
Methods of standardisation like the Quality system standard (ISO 9000) and the 
Environment system standard (ISO 14000) end up in the field called C. 
  
Standardisation of products or objects in the field called D is very rewarding. In this field 
there are product- and method standards for example magnitudes and units, terminology, 
electrical products and interfaces between different information systems. Something that 
also is going to affect the decision, if a standardisation is due or not, is the term of life the 
object has. 
 
Standard is used in great extent as a reference when exchanging documents between 
organisations. In economical terms it could really be the most important use for a standard. 
The more transactions there are between organisations the more important it becomes to 
have a good standard. 
 

4.1.3. The layout of a standard 
A standard shall have an identity, which is univocal. A standard should also have a 
logotype or something similar that is used to state the publisher, a number and a 
designation of edition which all constitutes the identity of the standard. A unique name that 
describes what object and which aspect is considered should also be existent. The language 
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in a standard shall be unique and plain and therefore should synonyms and literary 
adornments be avoided. If the standard should be explained in several languages it is best 
that the storage of these is made in the same document. This is done to avoid 
misunderstandings when updating documents. It is recommended and preferred, if using 
magnitudes, to state the units according to the SI-system. 

4.2. Risks 
The conception of risk is the probability for an unwanted event to occur and the 
consequence or severity the occurrence brings. There are two main sequences of events 
when talking about risks. The first sequence of event is when a serious event suddenly 
occurs and by that brings immediate consequences. The second sequence of event is when 
the event occurs little by little and has a sneaky sequence. In that case the consequences 
become extensive first after a long period of time. An example of the first sequence of 
event can be a fire while an example of the second sequence of event can be an injury 
caused by a too monotonous work. (Berglund, Flodin, Larsson, 2000) 
 
There are several different ways of defining different types of risks. One way of dividing 
different risk types is with aspect in risk sources: 
 

 The environment – earthquake, flood, storm  
 The technology – structures, system of transportation 
 The social – war, sabotage 
 The lifestyle related – smoking, drugs  

(Nilsson, Magnusson, Hallin, Lenntorp 2000) 
 
Another way to divide different types of risk is to consider their consequences. The 
consequences can be individual, professional, social, financial or environmental.  
(Nilsson, Magnusson, Hallin, Lenntorp 2000)  
 
To reduce the risk for disasters there are some measures that often can be taken: 
 

 Barriers and strengthens – for example separate chemicals from each other which 
mixed together can cause a disaster or separate different carriageways from each 
other 

 Redundancy – makes that an overload will bring visible changes but not a disaster 
 Diversification – the risks are reduced by spreading them, for instance different 

persons take care of the maintenance and the inspections 
 Education – training, for example by using a simulator 
 Maintenance – can be a period check and/or exchange 
 Supervision – by supervision and inspections some risks can be eliminated or 

reduced 
(Grimvall, Jacobsson, Thedéen 2003) 

4.2.1. Risk management 
The risk management can be divided in different phases. How the different phases are 
divided is partly separate in different countries and partly in different special interest 
organisations. One international standard is developing by the International Electro 
technical Commission, IEC, in 1995. In this process the risk management is divided into 
three phases, the risk analysis phase, the risk evaluation phase and the risk 
reduction/control. (Nilsson, Magnusson, Hallin, Lenntorp 2000) 
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Figure 2 Risk management  

 
A functional risk management implies a systematic and continuous work to minimise the 
risks in the field of current interest. Important parts in risk management are to specify goals 
and scope, conduct an inventory of risks, evaluate risks, make actions that are risk reducing 
and conduct a follow up on actions taken. (Överstyrelsen för civil beredskap, 1998) 
 
The risk analysis is founded on an inventory of risks and is used to shed light on risks. The 
analysis is vital in order to evaluate different levels of risks regarding sources or objects of 
risk. Issues regarding analysis of risks can be several. Here are some examples of issues: 
 
Identify the risk – Where about lies the risk?  
Determination of risk – How serious is the risk? 
Evaluation of risk – Is the proportion of the risk acceptable? 
Risk communication – How to inform about the risk? 
Action against a risk – Which measures will be taken to prevent the risk?  
Risk control – How to control the risk? 
Interpretation of risk – How to interpret the risk?  
(Överstyrelsen för civil beredskap, 1997) 
 
The analysis of risks is divided into deterministic/consequence based analysis and 
probability/risk based analysis. The consequence or severity based analysis starts out from 
the worst possible damage, which might occur. It is relatively simple to do a consequence 
or severity based analysis and the results are easy to communicate. However it can be very 
costly always to assume that the worst case happens even if its probability is very low. The 
risk-based analysis is developed through calculating the probability of a possible damage 
result. This method often gives better basic data for decision-making although the method 
is expensive. (Davidsson, Haeffler, Ljundman, Frantzich, 2003)  
 
There are several different methods to calculate the probability. There are empirical 
estimates where the probability is assessed by events, which already have happened. This 
method assumes that there exists a large number of historical data. If the probability 
instead is calculated by a logical system the current system is modelled by a relevant 
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method and the combination of technical and human mistakes is taken into consideration. 
Another way to calculate the probability is to use, in the current area, experienced person’s 
judgements. Which method is the best depends on the circumstances. (Davidsson, Haeffler, 
Ljundman, Frantzich, 2003)  
 
It is important, in the development work, to know the degree of need for work- and risk 
assessment methods. It is also good to know the degree of need for a concept that is unitary 
and where all parties involved use the same terms or expressions. (Överstyrelsen för civil 
beredskap, 1997) 
 
There are several different methods for analysis of the risk. One way is to divide the 
methods in qualitative, semi-quantitative and quantitative methods. (Nilsson, Magnusson, 
Hallin, Lenntorp 2000) 
 

 
Figure 3 Different methods for analysing the risk   

 
Qualitative methods are mainly used to identify risks. Therefore they are most useful in the 
beginning when analysing the risk. Often the purpose is to compare different risks with 
each other. HazOp is short for Hazard and Operability studies and are useful in particular 
when a new process is planned. What if? is a method where deviations from the normal are 
found by the question what if …? Check lists are often used to identify already known 
sources of risks and they are built on experience. Risk matrixes have a large area of use 
and the risk is judged both by the probability that it takes place and the consequences it 
will bring. In the risk matrix in the qualitative methods the axis are rather non detailed and 
the transitions are smooth. 
 
Semi-quantitative methods contain more details than the qualitative methods. The risk 
matrixes for instance have more detailed axis and the area are often divided in pre-defined 
areas where some areas are accepted and others not. 
 
Quantitative methods design vary depending if there are risks of accidents or risks of 
exposure of dangerous substances. However they all contain a great portion of uncertainty. 
QRA, quantitative risk analysis, the purpose is to find the risk against the persons in and 
around the activity of the current interest. 
 
After the risk has been calculated it should be estimated. When estimating, the advantage is 
put against the risk of the analysed activity. Should the risk of the activity be accepted or 
not? Perhaps some preventive measures are necessary before the advantage of the activity 
is going to exceed the risks.  
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Different principles when to criterion the risks are: 
 

 The principle of reason –the risks should be eliminated/reduced if it is reasonable 
 The principle of proportion – the risks should be proportional to the use it brings 
 The principle of division – the risks should be spread and no individuals should be 

exposed to a risk that is much greater than the use it brings them 
 The principle of avoiding disaster – the potential accident must be possible for the 

community to handle and not end up in a disaster 
(Davidsson, Haeffler, Ljundman, Frantzich, 2003)  

4.2.2. Robust or vulnerable 
A systems power to prevent serious occurrences and its power to reduce the negative 
consequences if they do occur is the definition that determines the robustness of a system. 
The vulnerability of a system is the opposite of robustness.  
  
Risks with regards to accidents, which happen in a short period of time, in sequence of 
events, are essential parts in the concept of robustness. Safety is when the risks are 
controllable or does not exist. To gain a higher safety level, preventive measures or 
damage reducing actions might be accomplished. These actions might be taken before or 
after an accident has occurred. (Berglund, Flodin, Larsson, 2000) 

4.2.3. Analysis of vulnerability by using a risk matrix 
The hazard an occurrence constitutes is depending on the value of probability for it to 
happen and the consequence it will bring. Therefore there are two ways to reduce the risk. 
One way is to reduce the probability of the occurrence to take place and the other way is to 
temper the consequences or severity of the occurrence. To be able to analyse more precise 
how vulnerable a system is, risk matrixes are often used. The functions in the system are 
evaluated through the matrix.  
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Figure 4 A common Risk Matrix 

 
The matrix above is an example of a matrix, which has been divided into five different risk 
areas. The area named A relates to occurrences that seldom occur and have somewhat 
limited consequences. In the B-area occurrences happens very often but have no or very 
little impact. The C-area relates to occurrences, which mean severe consequences but the 
probability for the occurrences is low. An event or occurrence that means both medium 
consequence and probability is placed in the D- area while an occurrence with devastating 
consequence and high probability is placed in the E-area. Regardless on how the matrix is 
divided and defined, independent of system, in all risk matrixes, it is always the best to 
have a risk as close as possible to the A-area and by that far away from the E-area. 
(Berglund, Flodin, Larsson, 2000) 

4.3. Information systems 
An important part of information systems are databases and database management systems. 
Database management systems are often used by enterprises and organisations. Before the 
technology of databases the enterprises and organisations were often using a manually 
filing system, which worked well when storing and retrieving a small number of items. 
However when working with a large number of items the storing and retrieving becomes 
more complicated. Moreover a filing system cannot cross-reference data or process the 
information. The technology of databases has made it much easier to work with and 
analyse, for example, different kinds of customer registers. (Connoly, Begg, 2002) 
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4.3.1. Components 
An information system that uses database technology can be divided into four different 
components. The interacting components of such a system are the hardware, the software, 
the database and the user. 

 Figure 5 Components in Information systems 
 
The hardware of a database technology system is needed to store a collection of logically 
related data (the database) and also to function as a PC for the user. The hardware is also 
used by the database management system, which is the software used in the system. 

4.3.2. Functions 
Different functions, which are used when working with databases, are insertion, storage, 
searching, compiling, processing and presentation. 
 

Figure 6 Different functions in a database system 
 
If looking at the system in a flowchart the first thing, which occur is collection and 
insertion of data. The inserted data is then stored so that the user has possibilities to work 
with the data in forms of compiling, searching and processing. The result is then shown to 
the user in some form of presentation.  

4.3.3. Databases 
A common definition of a database is:  
“A shared collection of logically related data, and a description of this data, designed to 
meet the information needs of an organisation”.  
(Connoly, Begg, 2002) 
 
Information of different kind is usually known as data but in databases, data and 
information has separate meanings. Information is in databases referred to as data, which 
has been interpreted. In other words, a number, for example number 14, is an example of 
data. On the other hand if the number 14 is in the sentence: It is 14 degrees Celsius outside, 
it is an example of information.  

 
The word database usually means an assembly of data, which is connected to each other 
and which makes a model of a small part of the world. For instance an entity (a person, 
place, thing, concept or event) in the database can have a relationship with another entity in 
the database and be so-called logically related.  
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A database should be persistent which means that it will not disappear when closing the 
programme or when the computer is turned off. A database should not contain 
contradictions, hence it will have to be consistent or logic coherent. (Padron-McCarthy, 
2003) 

4.3.4. Database Management System 
 A common definition of a database management system is:  
“A software system that enables users to define, create, and maintain, and control access 
to the database”.  
(Connoly, Begg, 2002) 
 
Programmes with the task to store and manage databases are usually called database 
management systems. These systems are often complicated programmes that contain 
different interfaces and applications. Functions, which are desirable in a database 
management system, are pre-defined accessibility for different users to insert, update, 
delete and retrieve data from the database. The database management system also makes it 
possible for several users to simultaneously access the database. (Padron-McCarthy, 2003), 
(Connoly, Begg, 2002) 
 
The storage of data, which takes place in a database management system, is done on the 
hard drive. From the hard drive the system collects the data needed for the moment to the 
primary memory. Some databases though, store all data in the primary memory. A 
database management system which is installed on a computer is often good enough to 
manage several different databases at once.  

4.3.5. Database technology 
To be able to understand the benefits by using a database management system to manage 
data the alternatives should be compared. Mostly the alternative is to have one or several 
ordinary files or documents with data. If some sort of customer register were going to be 
established from these files, the customer register would have to be programmed in some 
suitable programming language. Several thousand rows of code are perhaps required to be 
able to read and write these data files. The advantages of using a database management 
system instead of ordinary files and documents are that the database management system is 
easier to manage, more powerful and more flexible. The simplicity of the database 
management system gives less workload but the same information received. A powerful 
system means that it is possible to carry out very complex searches in a simple way like for 
example to search for customers with a specific surname. The flexibility of the system 
gives that it is easy to make changes in the system. It is in other words easy to change a 
search to include both the surname mentioned before and plus a specific address.  
(Padron-McCarthy, 2003) 
 
The database technology has also advantages if looking at the safety aspect. It is possible 
to give different users different level of rights to add, change or search in the database. The 
database management system makes it possible for simultaneous accessibility of data. 
Moreover the system does also prevent damageable collisions if, for example, two persons 
change a customer register at the same time. Another advantage is that the interface for a 
database management system often can be altered to suit a specific user. By using a 
database management system one also get several advanced data structures and algorithms, 
which, if building a programme from scratch, there are seldom time to apply in a specially 
designed programme. 
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4.3.6. Disadvantages with database technology 
The simplicity and flexibility in database technology does also convey a number of 
disadvantages. A specially designed programme demand less memory resource and less 
space on the hard drive than a database management system. It is also possible for a 
specially designed programme to be faster. The flexibility of a database management 
system makes it also an extremely complex piece of software. (Padron-McCarthy, 2003), 
(Connoly, Begg, 2002) 

4.3.7. Verification and validation 
Checking if a newly developed system works like it should, is always done regardless of 
industry. How thorough the correctness of the system is checked differ from system to 
system. Often when reading about how to control if a system is accurate enough, concepts 
like verification and validation occurs. In the parts below the concept of verification and 
the concept of validation are explained. 
 
Verification and validation are not always treated like two separate and distinct terms. In 
many books and articles verification and validation are used as if it is a single concept. 
( U.S.FDA. Center for Devices and Radiological Health, 2003)   
 
The verification of a software product or a model consists of checking its consistency, 
completeness and correctness. Often the verification consists of making sure that the 
programming code is correct. The easiest way to check if the code is correct is to check 
small parts of the system while developing the system. This is done to make sure that all 
the separate parts of the system work for themselves. When the parts of the system work, 
as they should the whole system is checked and verified. The whole idea of verification is 
to build the model, or the software programme, correct. If the code seems to be in order 
then the system is verified. Other verification techniques used when verifying a model or 
software programme is static and dynamic analyses, document inspections etc.(U.S.FDA. 
Center for Devices and Radiological Health, 2003), (Bergsten, 2003), (Kelton, Sadowski, 
Sadowski, 2001) 
 
Validation is a process that decides whether or not the model or the software product 
represents the reality in the area of use perspective. Validation is also the process to check 
if the demands in terms of requirements and completeness have been met. The aim of 
validation is to check if the right model has been built. A frequently used model validation 
technique is that the development team itself validates the system continually through 
various tests and evaluation. This validating technique is subjective and is therefore not a 
technique that is recommended though in some cases it is sufficient. Another technique 
that is more recommendable is to let the future user or users determine the validity of the 
system.  
 
When working with a large system it is almost always necessary to have a third party that 
can decide whether the system is valid or not. It is also good if the third party has many 
years of validating experience to simplify the validating process and make it faster and 
more accurate. When using this method however, it is vital that the third party has a 
thorough understanding of what the intended purpose of the system is for.  (U.S.FDA. 
Center for Devices and Radiological Health, 2003), (Bergsten, 2003), (Karlsson, 2003), 
(Sargent, 2001), (Kelton, Sadowski, Sadowski, 2001) 
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5. Present procedures for risk management within Swedish ASA 
There are at present approximately 2500 deviations reported a year and 100 accidents or 
incidents a year that do occur in Sweden. Deviations started to be reported in 1996 and 
today there are 16 000 reports. Accidents and incidents has been reported since 1970 and 
there are at present 6 000 reports from the North and 3 500 of these are from Sweden. 
For definitions of the different classes of occurrences, see appendix 1. 

5.1. Processes within the analysis office 
Within the Swedish ASA there is a section, which analyse reports of deviations and 
occurrences. The analysis function is organised in the analysis office and its main goal is to 
give god basic data for decision-making regarding the aviation safety. 
 
There are three major processes that the analysis office carries out namely the deviation 
process, the accident process and finally the analysing process. 

Figure 7 Basic data for decision-making regarding aviation safety 
 
Operators and other companies within the aviation community are responsible for 
reporting incidents and accidents that occur in their activity to Swedish ASA. When the 
analysis office receives the report it is registered and classified with respect of the 
definitions described in appendix 1. If the deviation, which has been reported, is classified 
as a serious incident it is forwarded to the accident process. The accident process handles 
the deviations classified as accidents and serious incidents. 
 
In the deviation reporting process the analysis office is responsible for the occurrence 
analyses, which includes risk assessment related to each report. This hopefully, at an early 
stage, will capture different risk areas. The deviation reporting process at the analysis 
office administrates the Swedish ASA handling of information, which serves as basis for 
the analysing process. 
 
The accident process consists of inquiries of accidents and related recommendations in 
order to receive information, which can be used to prevent similar accidents in the future. 
The gathered information also serves as an important basis for the analysing process. 
 
The aim of the analysing process is to identify and quantify risks and areas that can be 
defined as problematical. This will serve as a basis for prioritised decisions of aviation 
safety measures. There are three different types of analyses, which are carried out within 
the analysis process, a minor analysis called ad-hoc analysis, a major analysis and several 
calendar-based analyses. Either internal or external organisations may order an analysis 
from the analysis office. An example of an internal customer is a section or the 
management group within Swedish ASA itself. An external customer is for example an 
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operator, a maintenance organisation or some kind of media. Findings in the analysis 
process itself triggers also new analysis tasks.  

5.2. Macro analysis 
To be able to prioritise which measures will be of the greatest benefit to prevent risks it is 
vital to establish a reliable macro analysis, which includes different risk areas. To do an 
effective macro analysis it is important to create reports of high quality based on data from 
occurrences that is accidents, incidents and deviation reports as well as reports of deviation 
from inspections. For the macro analysis to be successful it is necessary that the 
“occurrence side” and the “inspection side” use a language, which is easy to understand 
and analyse. The occurrence side has already introduced a standardised language, 
taxonomy. It is desirable to introduce taxonomy used in the inspection side, which agrees 
with or at least is compatible to the existing taxonomy used in the occurrence side. When 
reporting as well as analysing it is important to establish an information system support. 
 

 

 
Figure 8 Illustration of what to include when prioritising actions 

 
The figure above shows how the prioritising of measures is built on macro analysis. All the 
organisations and all other relevant object regarding aviation are associated in the first step 
of the figure. The right side of the model is built up from reports of occurrences. By 
analysing occurrence reports it is possible to calculate different kinds of trends. The left 
side of the figure is built up by reports of deviation findings from inspections. Analysing 
and assessing risks are also important in the left side of the figure. The system support has 
been located in the middle of the model and its main purpose is to make it easier to analyse 
and assess risks for both the occurrence side and the inspection side. It is desirable that the 
system support in the future also enables connections between deviations, which have been 
found in inspections and occurrences with similar deviations involved. A well-designed 
system support also enhances the macro analysis.  
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Another similar way to describe the system is shown below in figure 9. 
 

 
Figure 9 Procedure for prioritising measures in Swedish ASA 

 
In the inspections information about deviation is reported and risk assessed. In the same 
way information from occurrences like accidents and incidents are reported and analysed. 
By use of a database and related database management system analyses of risks and trends 
can be performed. An extensive macro analysis will result in a list of which measures to 
prioritise. 

5.3. Fact based Resource Optimisation 
The Swedish ASA is at present a part of a big project that involves several European 
countries. The project is named FRO, Fact based Resource Optimisation, and its main 
purpose is to give the countries involved a better chance of resource optimisation. This 
means that the countries, through the use of necessary information can make better 
decisions in how to use their economical and personnel resources to reduce risks. FRO will 
make it easier to see where to make an effort and what effort is to be prioritised. 
 
Within the FRO-project the concept below is used as a working method.  
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Figure 10 Working method within the FRO-project 
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Phase 1: Structuring and assessment of data 
Real and virtual occurrence data is structured, analysed, assessed and evaluated through the 
use of a risk matrix. The risk matrix that is used is shown in appendix 3. The “real” 
occurrences are occurrences collected from accidents, incidents and deviation reports. The 
so-called virtual occurrences are deviations/findings found in inspections. The purpose for 
introducing a virtual occurrence is to establish a model, which keep the compatibility with 
the occurrence side and thus enhance the structuring of data and analysis process.  
 
Phase 2: Priority list 
The most serious safety risks for each segment or domain of the aviation community, for 
example the flight operator domain or the aerodrome domain, is put together and results in 
a priority list. In this phase of the FRO-based working method the order in the priority list 
is decided only by the risk assessed. Therefore risk assessment matrixes are used. Real 
occurrences are risk classified and also what consequences similar occurrences could bring 
under adverse circumstances. Historical data and trend analysis are also methods used in 
this step.  
 
Phase 3: The use of economic filters 
After using all the information described above, the priority list is complete. Next the 
priority list is filtered through two economic filters. This is done to examine which risks on 
the priority list could be the most cost effective to take actions against. Consideration is 
also taken of human value and society losses. 
 
Phase 4: Action list 
Through the use of the economic filters the priority list is transformed into an action list. 
The action list is a result of risk assessment, what is economically justifiable and a number 
of qualified expert judgements, which could be balanced with a suitable statistical method 
(not further discussed in this report). The action list is put together so that the operator or 
authority is sure to use the resources well. 
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5.4. Risk matrixes 
The progress in terms of reporting risks is a continually work in the European aviation 
community. The risk matrix that occasionally is in use and proposed to other areas is the 
matrix shown below.  
 

 
Figure 11 The Risk Matrix used by the Swedish ASA 

 
The X-axis in the matrix indicates the probability for an event to occur. For definition of an 
event, see appendix 1. The Y-axis on the other hand indicates what severity the event 
constitutes. 
  
Today it is foremost in aerodrome inspections and aircraft system safety evaluations where 
the risk matrix is used. The basic idea of the risk matrix in the future is that all five 
domains in aviation will apply to the matrix when inspections are performed in their 
respective domain. Presently there is a training programme going on for inspectors with the 
objective to achieve a systematic knowledge on risk classification. Fore those inspectors 
who already use the matrix, the work procedure begins with three questions of the 
deviation findings from an inspection. The questions are:  
 
•  How great is the risk of the finding? 
•  How great is the risk in an adverse scenario?  
•  What is the empirical risk based on historical data? 
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When these questions have been answered an examination of where the finding is placed in 
the matrix takes part. If the finding is placed near the upper right corner it signifies that the 
finding is unacceptable and immediate measures must be taken. If the finding is placed 
somewhere in the middle a review is necessary. A finding that is placed somewhere near 
the bottom left corner is found to be acceptable and therefore no further actions are 
necessary.  

5.5. The database management system 
The occurrence database management system, which has been developed and is used today 
in Swedish ASA, is named HIT, short for Occurrence database Information Technology. 
HIT is a database management system that has been build-up by a SQL-interface. SQL, 
Structured Query Language, is a standardised programme language used in relationship 
databases. The HIT system is at present only used by the “occurrence side” in the Swedish 
ASA and not by the “inspection side” for work-flow management mainly. The work-flow 
management as explained here is a system to maintain control of the status of 
investigations and follow-up actions from safety recommendations in the reports. The 
Swedish ASA needs in the framework of the FRO-project a system support for the 
inspection side in aviation with an equal system structure as the occurrence side.  
 
HIT is also a steering tool for the flight safety database, called ECCAIRS. This database 
contains also all taxonomy used for the occurrence side. ECCAIRS is a database developed 
by EU for the member states to be used in accordance with a new EU-directive for data 
collection and exchange of flight safety data within the EU. A screenshot of ECCAIRS can 
be seen in appendix 4. 
 
The two SQL-databases used by the Swedish ASA are very powerful when analysing 
occurrences. With the assistance of the database management system plus huge amount of 
data and information about historical occurrences, different kind of emerging trends can be 
seen. Hopefully, through the use of a database management system and the following 
analyses, actions can be taken to prevent similar occurrences to happen in the future.  

5.6. Inspection routines 
Since there are five different domains in aviation there are consequently five different 
domains that ought to be inspected continuously namely Airworthiness and maintenance, 
Education, Flight operators, Air Navigation Services and Aerodromes. Inspectors that 
work in the Swedish ASA are often specialised to perform inspections in one of these 
domains of aviation. The inspections of interest for this thesis are intentionally limited to 
the inspections of operators and partly to the inspections of aerodromes. The limitation was 
made because this was considered by the thesis advisor to be the most efficient way of 
reaching the target to the depth required in order to form a foundation for further 
development, which is a detailed specification to a full support system for the Swedish 
ASA.   

5.6.1. Inspection of operators 
Today inspectors that perform operator inspections are following a flow chart that tells 
what to do in a structured checklist. There are partly initial inspections for new operators 
and partly inspections to survey operators already licensed. The inspections of interest for 
this thesis are the ones related to already licensed operators. The flow chart regarding 
inspections for already licensed operators can be seen in detail in appendix 5.  
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There are at present 15 basic details or subparts, which constitute an inspection. All of 
these 15 subparts are not needed in every inspection, but can be combined so that each 
inspection can be designed for the purpose. 
 
The inspections of interest for our thesis, as explained above, are especially the inspections 
regarding operators. As seen in appendix 5 the working process is long for an inspection, 
when it shall be initiated and carried through. There are many different kinds of activities 
including preparation and planning, which together are necessary to perform for inspection 
of an operator. In the part below there will be a describing of an inspection, its routines and 
activities. 
 
In the beginning of an inspection a project team of inspectors is formed and a bill of charge 
for the operator is prepared. Then a first contact with the operator is taken to co-ordinate 
the coming inspection. After the first contact the team of inspectors develops an agenda for 
the inspection and a written notification of the inspection. The notification and also a 
registration of the inspection are sent as copies to the inspector’s section manager.  
 
Before the actual date of the inspection the team of inspectors prepare the inspection 
thoroughly. Participants of the inspection are often the operators’ Accountable Manager, 
the Manager of Flight Operations, the Manager of Maintenance system, the Manager of 
Crew Training and the Manager of Ground Operations. In small organisations several of 
the operators management positions are often held by one and the same person, which 
simplifies the inspector work since he or she needs to talk to fewer people. Sometimes 
other participants of the operator can also be present in an inspection but they are not 
required in all inspections.  
 
When the team of inspectors visit the operator they gather information about whether or 
not the operator fulfils the requirements valid for the type of operation involved. To make 
sure that all objects that should be inspected really will be inspected the inspectors use a 
checklist as a complementary tool. All the findings from the inspection are risk evaluated. 
After a while the information gathered at the inspection end up in a rapport. The report is 
distributed to the section manager. Decisions of what actions should be taken are made, 
which leads to a request of necessary actions to the operator. After the operator has taken 
actions to correct the findings found in the inspection, the inspectors do a follow-up 
examination. If the operator has taken the necessary actions, so that the requirements have 
been fulfilled, the operator receives a renewed license for continued operation in aviation. 
The inspection project ends with information to related authority sections. One important 
matter when finishing an inspection project is evaluation of the process before filing the 
inspection. 

5.7. Present taxonomy  
The taxonomy used in aviation for occurrence reporting is used as a standard to define and 
describe an occurrence with definitions ordered in a hierarchal structure. There are several 
different catalogues that all together co-operate to describe the occurrence in the best 
possible way when, how and why the occurrence took place. 
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5.7.1. The taxonomy and occurrences  
There is a suitable taxonomy concerning occurrence reporting today. The standard is called 
ICAO ADREP 2000. It is designed by an international working group and managed by 
ICAO. There are several different catalogues that all describe the occurrence in different 
points of view. Some of them are: 
 
Event – What has happened? 
Descriptive factors – Factors, which describe the event closer, related to a brief cause 
Explanatory factors – Factors, which explain why the event happened, related to personnel 
or organisations. 
Event phases – In what phase of the flight or other phase the event took place  
Modifier – clarification and/or strengthening of words to the descriptive and explanatory 
factors 
 
For example: There has been an occurrence. Descriptive factors were defined as trouble 
with the passenger seatbelt. The report of these facts using the existing taxonomy gives: 
 
1: Operation and maintenance of the aircraft, its components and systems  
 
    2: Operation and maintenance of the aircraft, its system and components  
 
       3: Cabin equipment/furnishings  
 
          4:  Passenger compartment equipment  
 
             5:  Passenger seatbelt  
 
To report the passenger seatbelts as the descriptive factors all five levels of the existing 
taxonomy has to be used. Some other occurrences may not need all five levels to be 
reported. A suitable modifier is also added describing how the deficiency occurred. 
 
To report an occurrence there is more to report than the descriptive factors. In the same 
way for example the event and the explanatory factors has to be reported by using the 
existing taxonomy. Moreover the background data is structured by use of taxonomy for 
example date, place, type of operation, manufacturer and model of involved aircraft. 
 
The first and the second level of the descriptive factors of the existing taxonomy are shown 
in appendix 6. The descriptive factors containing all five levels include 90 A4-pages and 
are therefore not added as an appendix. 

5.7.2. The taxonomy and inspections  
There is no suitable taxonomy concerning inspection reporting today. In the aerodrome 
inspections for example the reporting is made in an ordinary Word-document as 
continuous text. In the inspections the reporting is built on checklists. The fact that the 
inspection reporting does not resemble the occurrence reporting is regrettable in several 
aspects. Partly it is devastating in an analytical perspective as a continuous text makes it 
difficult to study several reports and find trends. Partly it is unfortunate since the 
compatibility and connection between the inspection reports and the occurrence reports 
becomes more complicated. In the future it is desirable to make connections, which explain 
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what kind of occurrences the deviations found in inspections have been involved in. This 
fact assumes nevertheless that the taxonomy for inspection reporting can be close adapted 
to the taxonomy in occurrence reporting. 

5.7.3. System of support  
There is a comprehensive system of support used in the occurrence reporting today. On the 
occurrence side there is already a database system, which is fully functional and loaded 
with data of occurrences. The inspection side of aviation has not come as far in terms of 
system support. When the inspections are reported today there is no system support, which 
makes it possible to further analyse the information collected. All findings found in an 
inspection are described in a model Microsoft Word document and are not inserted in a 
database for further analyses. 
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6. Analysis 

6.1. What content is desirable in the database? 
To show the use of reporting findings during inspection a database was established for 
testing activities. The purpose of the database was only to evaluate the use of a system 
support. Therefore the work was concentrated at the functions of the database and what 
kind of information, which was desirable rather than an extravagant layout. Sometimes the 
best solution in view of programming was not chosen because it would have claimed too 
much time without promoting enough benefit to the system. One may consider that this is 
only a test version of a conceivable system support. 

6.1.1. Taxonomy 
The purpose with the database was to create an efficient way to report and analyse results 
from inspections. Therefore the database has to supply a suitable classification system, 
taxonomy, for reporting. As a future extension it is also desirable to be able to make 
connections and find patterns between findings during inspections and occurrences in the 
reality. This is why it is important that the taxonomy that is used during the inspections 
agrees with the already existing taxonomy in the occurrence reports. To use the already 
existing taxonomy from ADREP without making any changes would not make a 
contribution to an efficient reporting. The existing taxonomy is conformed to occurrences 
in reality and does not contain a suitable language for inspection reporting. The part event 
in the existing ADREP taxonomy is therefore not useful in our system. The corresponding 
taxonomy to events is instead the virtual events, which are the findings, the remarks, the 
inspectors make during the inspections. The virtual event taxonomy has to be created from 
the basics. In a similar way the descriptive factors taxonomy has to be developed 
practically from the basics. The taxonomy as a whole is thus rewritten but with a 
maintained structure.  
 
Another taxonomy adaptation problem is that the inspections are divided into several 
domains like aerodrome inspections, Air Navigation Service inspections and operator 
inspections. For these inspections the same taxonomy is hardly possible to use since the 
separate inspections are very different from each other. Therefore it is necessary to create 
virtual events and descriptive factors for each separate inspection type. The test version of 
the database is limited to contain some of the aerodrome inspection taxonomy. The 
emphasis is however made in the domain of the operator inspection taxonomy. 
 
Both the virtual events and the descriptive factors are based on the relevant regulations 
JAR-OPS and BCL-F. The virtual event, in the operators’ inspections, is created from the 
checklist used during inspections. Checklists are derived from the JAR-OPS regulations. 
The virtual event taxonomy created for the aerodrome inspections is based on BCL-F. The 
descriptive factors are in the operators-case based on JAR-OPS and in the aerodrome-case 
based on the existing ADREP taxonomy, which has been extended. 
 
The explanatory factors are exactly the same in the test database as the already existing 
explanatory factors in the ADREP taxonomy. Human factors, factors related to the work 
environment and system support related issues are assessed to be the same in the virtual 
events as in the real occurrences. Modifiers, words that explain or augment the descriptive 
and explanatory factors, are also based on the already existing ADREP taxonomy.  
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The existing ADREP taxonomy treats numerous and total different kinds of subjects. 
Besides the modifiers, the events, the descriptive- and explanatory factors there are 22 
other subjects containing taxonomy that is background data. For example there are details 
on Air Navigation Services, Engines, Fuels and Event phases. 
 
The database, at least in the test version, only contains virtual events, modifiers, 
descriptive- and explanatory factors. The reason why the other subjects are excluded is that 
they are not relevant regarding inspection reports, since the taxonomy only is adapted to 
reports from real occurrences. If it in the future is assessed important to include some of 
the existing background data elements they first have to be adjusted so that they contain 
taxonomy relevant to inspections. Some of them are almost impossible to adjust since they 
originate from a sequence of events in an occurrence.  

6.1.2. Administrative data 
Only to include taxonomy in the database is not sufficient to make it contain all the 
functions that are desirable. The taxonomy would render a possibility to report a finding 
indeed, but it would not say much about the circumstances related to the finding. There is 
more interesting information desirable such as when and where the finding was found. In 
other words it must be possible for the inspectors to add administrative data to the finding.  
 
The test version of the database should contain both the inspections of the aerodromes and 
the operators. Some of the administrative data desirable in the database should be the same 
for both the types of inspections. Therefore there will be a common first form for both 
types of inspections with information about what object, which is inspected and the date of 
the inspection. There will also be space to note a reference number, which inspectors 
representing the Swedish ASA, who performs the inspection and which other participants 
will be present.  
 
There will also be some other administrative data to fill in. This data is only possible to fill 
in after the inspector have chosen if there will be an inspection of an aerodrome or an 
inspection of an operator since it is specific data for the chosen inspection type.  

6.1.3. Checklists 
For the database there is enough data to report findings according to the authors’ 
judgement. Still there is another function, which could be let to the database. The function 
should support the inspectors with information on items to be checked during the 
inspection. To do that several checklists where established. There are adapted types of 
checklists for different types of inspections. In the inspections of an operator there are 
several checklists, which can be combined in different “kits” depending on what type of 
inspection is of current interest. The database should be able to assist the inspector in 
proposing a combined checklist for the current inspection, presuppose the inspector has 
reported what kind of inspection that should be done.  
 
The Swedish ASA already established checklists, which have been used in the test 
database. Other checklists used in inspections were established both by the JAA in JAR-
OPS and by Swedish ASA inspectors. Thus it enhances the inspectors’ work to let them 
choose which inspection is of current interest and let the right checklist appear by 
automation.   
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6.2. The software program choice 
The objective was only to create a database for testing activities. Therefore there was no 
need to choose the best available program and perhaps also more complicated, as long as 
there where other, simpler, programs that still met all requirements.  

6.2.1. Microsoft Access 
The database was built in the program Microsoft Access. The advantages with Microsoft 
Access are that the program in many ways resembles other Microsoft programs as Word 
and Excel, which both are programs used by the authors. Microsoft Access also has some 
guideline functions, which often gives hints in how to solve a problem. The disadvantage 
with Microsoft Access is that there can be some problems if there are many users in the 
network simultaneously. However the users in this test program are not allowed to do any 
permanent changes in the program but only to save their answers in a table and print it out 
in a report if they wish. The table where the results are saved could later be utilised for 
further analyses. 
 
If the test results are positive the Swedish ASA may consider using the proposed system 
concept for further development. In that case however the program will pass the IT-
function in the Swedish ASA and most likely get encoded to an SQL-based database. An 
SQL-based database supports all the functions of a Microsoft Access database, but also has 
a better capacity to handle many users in the network. The only reason an SQL-based 
database was not created in the test phase was the authors’ limited habit in database 
programming and the assessment that it would be easier to use Microsoft Access, in 
particular when Microsoft Access is enough advanced to reach the objective of the thesis.  

6.3. How the database is built-up in Microsoft Access 

6.3.1. Forms 
The administrative data, which is required in all inspections, are partly the same for all 
types of inspections. Therefore that data will be asked for in a common form. When the 
inspector has filled in the administrative data, he or she has to choose between two screen 
buttons, aerodrome or operator. A full support system will give the possibility to choose 
between all five different inspection domains, but in this version there will only be two 
possible choices.  
 

 
Figure 12 The first form in our database 
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Depending on the chosen inspection the inspectors have to fill in more, specific 
administrative data in complementary forms. After completion the complementary form in 
the aerodrome inspection scenario the checklist appears. In the operator scenario the 
inspector has to make a further choice in what kind of inspection, which is of current 
interest since there are several different options. To see the complementary operator form, 
look in appendix 7.  
 
The checklists are all created as different forms. The inspectors are able to mark one of 
four options to every statement in the checklists. The first option is OK. That means that 
the statement has been checked and turns out to be all right. The second option means that 
the statement has not been able to get checked during the inspection. The third option 
means that the statement has not been reviewed during the inspection. The latest option 
means that the statement has been checked and turned out to be not OK, which implies that 
the inspector gives the operator a remark. 
 
 

 
Figure 13 The beginning of the checklist in an operators VK2 

 
In the operator case shown above, the inspector has chosen an inspection type called VK2. 
A VK2 checklist is built up by four forms. At the bottom of each form there is a button that 
enables the user to get to the next checklist form. In the figure above the beginning of the 
first checklist form is shown. Some statements regarding manuals after the four options 
also requests information about revision number and date. To see an example of this, see 
appendix 8. The fourth and last of checklist forms in VK2 differ from the other forms since 
it contains buttons with relevant rules and regulations to each statement. 
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Figure 14 A form that contain buttons referring to relevant rules and regulation  

 
Rules and regulation regarding the statement of the checklist can be seen in appendix 9. 
The rules that will occur when pressing a button are often different kinds of requirements 
from JAR. According to Swedish law the regulations have to be translated into Swedish, 
therefore the rules and regulation are in Swedish in the test database.  
 
If a statement is filled in as remarked in a checklist a finding form opens. In the opened 
finding form the virtual event part already is filled in by the statement that has been 
remarked in the checklist. In the finding forms the inspectors are able to click themselves 
down in the hierarchal structure in the descriptive and the explanatory factors and their 
modifiers.  

 

 
Figure 15 A finding form from a remark in an operator checklist 

 
The figure above shows the form, which opens when a statement has been remarked in an 
operator checklist. In aerodrome inspections a similar form opens. This is shown in 
appendix 10. A difference between these forms is that the operators must classify the 
finding according to the present classification system in use. The operators also must report 
the reference to which part and which number in the regulation the remark refers to. 
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The finding form is connected to another form where the corresponding risk matrixes for 
both the normal and the adverse circumstances to the remarked statement are found. That 
means that the inspectors have to judge what kind of risk they estimate the remarked 
statement to constitute. 
 

 
Figure 16 The risk assessment matrix for normal circumstances 

 
The matrix above is used when assessing the risk of a finding in normal circumstances. 
The matrix used when assessing a finding in adverse circumstances looks exactly the same. 
 
The severity is judge in the y-axis and is classified as follows: 
 
Low effect: “No direct or low safety effect. Use of good operational praxis and/or existing 

safety barriers to avoid safety impact.” 

Minor:  “Operating limitations and/or use of alternative or emergency procedures. 
Only during rare occasions can the finding develop to an accident. The 
finding may indicate deficiencies in the quality system. Nuisance to occupants 
may occur.” 

Major:  “A reduction in safety margins but several safety barriers remain to prevent 
an accident. Reduced ability of the flight crew to encounter adverse 
conditions as a result of increase in workload or as a result of conditions 
impairing their efficiency. Minor injury to occupants and/or aircraft may 
occur.” 

Hazardous: “A large reduction in safety margins. The outcome is controllable by use of 
existing emergency or non-normal procedures and/or emergency equipment. 
The safety barriers are none, only one or very few. Minor Injury to occupants 
and/or minor damage to aircraft may occur. Single fatality or serious injury 
may occur.” 
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Catastrophic “Accident, i.e. loss of or substantial damage to the aircraft and/or serious  
or serious:        injury or death of occupants. Near accident, i.e. serious incident, where an 

accident nearly occurs. No safety barriers remaining. The outcome is not 
under control and could very likely have lead to an accident” 

 
The probability is judged in the x-axis of the risk matrix and is classified as follow: 
 
Extremely improbable: “Should virtually never occur.” 
 
Extremely remote: “Unlikely to occur, but nevertheless, has to be considered as         

being possible.” 

Remote:  “Unlikely to occur, but may occur several times.” 

Reasonable probable:  “May occur once or a few times.” 

Frequent: “May occur once or several times.” 
 
When the risk matrixes are filled in, the form is closed. When the finding forms are filled 
in for the remarked statement the inspectors close that form and returns to the checklist. 
When the next remarked statement comes up the finding forms opens up again with the 
new statement predefined as the virtual event. The finding form exists in three different 
versions, one for the aerodrome checklists and two different for the operator checklists. 
The reason that there has to be different forms is that the descriptive factors in the 
inspections of an aerodrome and an operator are not the same. Another reason is that one 
of the checklists in the operator form has another design than the other checklists since the 
virtual event only has two levels in that specific checklist. 
 
Conclusively there is a form that makes it possible for the inspectors to print the findings 
found in the inspection. The form layout in the operator-case is from the already existing 
finding reports. In the test version the layout differs slightly due to the time limitations of 
the project. The reason a form was used and not an ordinary report in Microsoft Access is 
because the inspectors are able to add new information in a form but not in a report. 
Through the use of a form it is for example possible for the inspectors to change the date 
when the remarked finding is taken care of. 

6.3.2. Tables 
Every single level in the taxonomy is represented in a table. By that means that the first 
level in descriptive factors is a table of its own and the second level another table and so 
on. In the aerodrome inspection case there are five different tables that represent the 
taxonomy for the descriptive factors, since the descriptive factors follow a hierarchal 
structure of five levels. In the same way three other tables represent the descriptive factors 
in the inspections of an operator since the descriptive factors in that case are constituted by 
a structure of three levels. Five tables represent the explanatory factors in both inspection 
types since the explanatory factors are the same in both cases and are constituted by a 
structure of five levels. All the modifiers are in the same level and are therefore in the same 
table. 
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6.3.3. Relations between tables 
Since the taxonomy follows a hierarchal structure it is desirable that only the statement 
corresponding to the chosen main headline is shown in the next step. Therefore the tables 
have to have relations to the one they are corresponding to. To solve that every single 
record in the tables has a specific number, a key, which connects the record to the 
statements closest under themselves. That means that the second level in the descriptive 
factors for instance has two different numbers for every record. The first number makes the 
connection to the first level and the second number makes the connection to the third level. 
 

 
Figure 17 The beginning of the descriptive factors for operators, second level 
 
The figure above shows the beginning of the second level in the descriptive factors table 
for operators. The whole level contains 112 records. The column called ID1 is the same as 
the first levels ID for the corresponding statement. That means that if the statement, which 
has 100 as ID in the first level has been chosen, four different options appear at the second 
level. The column ID2 is a specific number for every record in the table and it is the 
number, which connects the statement in the second level to the corresponding statements 
in the third level. How the different tables, which contain the taxonomy, are related is 
shown in appendix 11. 
 
All data and information, which is filled in by the inspectors is saved in different tables. 
Since it is necessary to keep all information in an inspection together there must be some 
connections between the tables, which store the information from the inspection. Therefore 
every inspection receives a specific number in the first form, called the audit reference, by 
the inspector. The audit reference number is then used in every form for the same 
inspection. The inspectors only have to enter the audit reference in the first form the rest is 
inserted automatically. The relations connected by audit reference can be seen in 
appendix 12. 

6.3.4. Queries 
By using a reference number it is possible to join all information about a finding in one 
row. To do that a query is used. The query uses information in all tables, which are chosen 
and contains information with the same reference number. It is possible to choose which 
columns the query shall include. To see a result from a query with some different columns 
from several tables, see appendix 13. 
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6.3.5. Validation and verification of the test database 
During the development of the test database verification continuously was made through 
checking the functionality of the database form by form.  
 
To validate the test database functionality it was tested during an inspection. The authors 
participated in an inspection of an operator called a VK2 and therefore only this inspection 
type was tested. Since the inspection of an aerodrome is done in the same way as an 
inspection of an operator a good functionality of the test database in one case also should 
bring a good functionality in the other case. 
 
During the test inspection some minor setbacks were discovered. The updating function 
did not work if the inspector wanted to change taxonomy choice. This means that the 
inspector has to be sure in every single level which taxonomy to choose since he or she has 
no possibility to change after a choice has been done. If the inspector knows what to 
choose however, there is no problem with the database. A minor problem discovered, was 
that the inspectors have to know what audit reference number the inspection will receive, 
since this is the reference key in the database. Sometimes the inspectors do not receive the 
reference number until after the inspection has been done, which in those cases means that 
a fictive number has to be assigned. 
 
A problem, which was already known, was that the layout in the last form was not 
finished. Therefore there was no paper to print out, which has the design the inspectors 
were used to. 
 
The authors are of the opinion that the inspection has shown that the database fulfilled the 
objective considering that it only is a test database and no complete system. 

6.4. Taxonomy 
Through the participation of the inspection of the operator we could check the usability of 
the modified taxonomy. Another way to verify the taxonomy was to use old inspection 
reports.  

6.4.1. Virtual event 
The virtual event taxonomy was created by the use of the checklists. The remark 
statements in the checklist generate a virtual event created from the taxonomy. By that the 
inspectors did not have to choose a suitable taxonomy for the virtual event since it was pre-
defined. Therefore the same statement always was reported by the same taxonomy and 
therefore was easy to interpret when analysing. 
 
The authors think that the virtual event taxonomy is verified both when reporting during an 
inspection and when reporting from old reports. 

6.4.2. Descriptive factors 
The descriptive factors are divided into two separate parts. One part is for the inspections 
of the operators and the other one for the inspections of aerodromes. The aerodrome 
taxonomy was not tested in practise but by experience from the use of old reports there is 
still further work to be done. The taxonomy is based on the existing ADREP taxonomy and 
needs to be extended in the aerodrome domain. Some additions have already been made, 
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but work is still remaining. We have tested the operator taxonomy both in a real inspection 
of an operator and by the use of old reports. 
 
The descriptive factor taxonomy is verified in most cases in inspections of an operator. In 
some cases however, the virtual event taxonomy is repeated in the descriptive factor 
without adding new information. 
 
The apprehension the authors got from participating in one inspection and old reports was 
that there often are remarks regarding training of the operators’ personnel. Sometimes the 
remark includes several types of personnel, for example both the cabin crew and the flight 
crew. The way the modified taxonomy is represented a remark regarding training for 
several different types of personnel in the company cannot be reported at one time. Instead 
the reporting will have to be done separately for each group of personnel. 
 
One of the inspectors, who were present during the inspection, often knew better than the 
authors how to report the remarked statement in the test system considering the descriptive 
factors. This is due to the descriptive factor structure, which is similar to the JAR-OPS 
classification in different parts.       

6.4.3. Explanatory factors 
The explanatory factors taxonomy used in the test database are the ADREP-taxonomy 
already in use by Swedish ASA. Explanatory factors were only tested during the inspection 
since there is no information of that type in old reports. 
 
Explanatory factors were not tested deep enough to be able to comment the functionality of 
the taxonomy. However in the inspection where the taxonomy was tested two remarks 
were found, which depended on new requirements from international organisations. The 
explanatory factors in those cases indicated that knowledge of the operators’ personnel was 
too bad. The authors think this is quite harsh and not fair.   

6.4.4. Modifiers 
The modifiers used in the test database are the same as already in use for occurrences in 
Swedish ASA with some few additions. The modifier table in the ADREP taxonomy 
contains 589 records and extension of the taxonomy has been made only with a few 
records. We tested the modifier taxonomy during the inspection and also by using old 
reports. 
 
The modifiers are necessary since the descriptive and the explanatory factors themselves 
do not provide all the desirable facts of the finding. It was thought that the modifier 
taxonomy, with the few additions was verified during the test inspection. Before a final 
judgement, whether the taxonomy is sufficient or not, further testing in future inspections 
are required. Since the modifiers contain almost 600 words and phrases, some of them 
rather synonymous, it will take time for the inspectors to learn how to fill in a report. 

6.5. Risk matrix 
In theory the use of a risk matrix in inspection reporting is good but in the reality it might 
be complicated to use without training. Often when inspecting an operator the findings are 
related to manuals. These findings might be hard to determine without historical database 
support, which level of severity and especially which value of probability the finding 
constitutes. The inspector who participated in the test inspection was a bit sceptical to the 
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use of risk matrixes in inspections of operators. It should be stressed that the inspector had 
not participated in risk assessment training using risk matrixes.  
 
The authors think that the design of the risk matrix in the test system was verified during 
the test. The explanations of the different levels in the risk matrixes were very useful 
during the inspections. The risk matrix was only tested during the inspection since risks in 
the old reports only were judged as 1, 2 or 3. The old classification system of risks makes it 
impossible to transform old values to risk matrixes.   
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7. Conclusion  
The ADREP taxonomy, which is used today in occurrence reporting, is not possible to use 
without changes for suiting the inspection reporting. Moreover the different domains 
examined for inspection reporting- aerodrome and operator- have different needs as well. 
Therefore the taxonomy has to be adjusted to suit each specific domain in aviation. 

7.1. Effects of an implementation of a risk based system 

7.1.1. An adjusted taxonomy 
Through an implementation of an adjusted taxonomy analyses of different kinds should be 
simplified. The use of predefined expressions in inspection reporting is needed if an 
acceptable macro analysis is going to be possible. The greatest use of an extended 
taxonomy could be achieved if the new taxonomy on the inspection side is connected and 
compatible with the already existing taxonomy. However we find this task difficult to 
accomplish since the taxonomy used during inspections are very different than the 
taxonomy used when reporting incidents/accidents. To overcome this fact a mapping tool 
might be created to support the system. 
 
The taxonomy that we have developed for inspections of operators is verified even if it is 
not completed yet.   

7.1.2. A database support 
Through the use of a database support the inspectors’ work is simplified. The work will 
also become easier for the Swedish ASA Analysis Office, which works with analysing 
different trends and problem areas in aviation, since the inspection findings will be inserted 
in a database. 
 
The database created was enough for the testing activities accomplished. However if a 
similar database is going to be used in the future there are some changes needed.  

7.1.3. Risk matrixes 
The Swedish ASA has decided that risk matrixes are going to be used when reporting 
findings from inspections. An implementation of risk matrixes will make the foundation 
for further analyses stronger. The authors’ opinion is that the risk matrixes used in the test 
system is verified.  

7.2. Recommendations for further work 
The authors’ opinion is that the Swedish ASA should continue to develop the taxonomy for 
all types of inspections. For the inspection of operators, the domain, which has been 
worked with, the taxonomy created, comes from the JAR-OPS regulation. If desirable it is 
possible to create a lower level of the descriptive factors than in this thesis.  
 
The authors’ opinion is that the Swedish ASA should examine the feasibility of the training 
area in the taxonomy to be placed as a first level. This might give a better solution, but the 
inspectors are used to the JAR-OPS, as the disposition of the modified taxonomy follows. 
 
For the inspection of aerodromes the descriptive factors in the taxonomy needs further 
examination to make sure that similar phrases does not exist more than once. In the three 
remaining domains the need of what kind of taxonomy, which is desirable, has to be 
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investigated. The authors’ opinion is that in these domains as well, the taxonomy can be 
created from corresponding regulations. 
 
The authors’ opinion is that the Swedish ASA should develop a mapping tool, which 
makes it possible to make connections and compatibility between the taxonomy in the 
occurrence side and the taxonomy in the inspections side. The analysis office could indeed 
make good use of such a mapping tool. With a well working mapping tool the inspectors as 
well could find the mapping tool useful when classifying the risk of different findings in 
the risk matrixes. 
 
The authors’ opinion is that the Swedish ASA should introduce a database management 
system for inspection reporting, preferably in the same database environment already in 
use. 
 
If a similar system of checklists is going to be used in the database management system all 
statements should refer to relevant regulations.    
 
The authors’ opinion is also that the Swedish ASA should train and discuss with the 
inspectors, who are going to use the new risk matrixes and explain the necessity of the risk 
matrixes, especially since it sometimes might be hard without training to make a good risk 
assessment. It is very important that the inspectors understand that the risk assessment is 
important for further analyses. 
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9. Appendix 
 

9.1. Appendix 1 

9.1.1. Abbreviations and Explanations of Terms 
 

ADREP The current ICAO standards for data collection of accidents and incident 
information  

 
AIR Maintenance organisations 
 
AGA Aerodromes 
 
ANS Air Navigation Services 
 
ATM Air Traffic Management 
 
ATS Air Traffic Service 
 
BCL Regulation and requirements for civil aviation (Swedish)  

 
EASA European Aviation Safety Agency, a European aviation organisation in 

command of the safety for the civil aviation  
 

EC European Community 
 
ECAC European Civil Aviation Conference 

 
ECCAIRS The European Co-ordination Centre for Aviation Incident Reporting Systems  

Within the EU there are several ECCAIRS-projects regarding the report 
system 
 

EU European Union 
 

FRO Fact based Resource Optimisation 
 

GASR Group of AGA Safety Regulators 
 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization, one of ICAOs main objectives is to 
provide international standards 

 
IEC International Electro technical Commission 
 
ISO The International Organisation of Standardisation  
 
ITN Institutionen för teknik och naturvetenskap, Linköpings Universitet 
 
JAA Joint Aviation Authorities 
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JAR Join Aviation Requirements, Regulation and requirements for civil aviation 

(international) 
 
JAR-25 The risk assessment matrix used in inspections  
 
L Luftfartsinspektionen, the Swedish Aviation Safety Authority 
 
Lah Luftfartsinspektionens analys och händelsesektion, the analysis office in 

Swedish ASA 
 
LFS Luftfartsverkets författningssamling 
 
LFV Luftfartsverket, the Swedish Civil Aviation Administration 
 
Lr Luftfartsinspektionens regelsektion, the regulation section in Swedish ASA 
 
NALS Nordiska arbetsgruppen för luftfartens säkerhet, The Nordic workgroup for 

aviation safety 
 
NLIM Nordiska Luftfartsmyndigheters Möte, Meetings arranged by the Nordic 

inspection of aviation 
 
NOLU Nordisk Luftfart, New name for NLIM above 
 
OPS Aviation operators 
 
PEL Personnel licensing, for example schools to educate pilots 
 
SAS Scandinavian Airlines System 
 
STK Skandinaviska Tillsynskontoret 
 
SI Système International d´Unités 

 

9.1.2. Definitions 
 
Accident Occurrence with consequences 
 
Event Happening defined as a part of a chain of happenings, which constitutes 

an occurrence 
 
Deviation report  Occurrence with low level of risk 
 
Incident  Occurrence with medium level of risk 
 
Occurrence  All types of reports 
 
Serious Incident  Occurrence without consequences but with a very high level of risk 
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9.2. Appendix 2 

9.2.1. National rules and regulations 
 

BCL-C National regulation regarding rules and requirements of flight education 
 
BCL-D National regulation regarding requirements for flight operators 
 
BCL-F National regulation regarding rules used by Aerodromes 
 
BCL-FT National regulation where ANS is regulated 
 
BCL-M National regulation regarding rules for the Maintenance organisations 
 
BCL-T National regulation regarding rules for aviation 
 

9.2.2. International rules and regulations 
 

JAR-FCL International regulation regarding flight certificate 
 
JAR-OPS International regulation regarding the operators business 
 
JAR-STD International regulation regarding rules of flight simulators, training devices 

etc 
 
JAR-145 International regulation regarding maintenance organisations and their 

business 
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9.3. Appendix 3 

9.3.1. Risk Matrix 
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9.4. Appendix 4 

9.4.1. ECCAIRS 
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9.5. Appendix 5 

9.5.1. Flow chart regarding inspections for already established operators 
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9.6. Appendix 6 

9.6.1. Descriptive Factors 
 
10.. Operation and maintenance of the aircraft, its components and systems 
 11 Operation and maintenance of the aircraft, its system and components 
 12 Aircraft operation 
 14 Aircraft dispatch 
 15 Aircraft loading procedures 
 16 Aircraft servicing 
 17 Aircraft maintenance or repair operations in general 
 
20.. Management of the aircraft by air traffic management 
 21 Air traffic managements use of components and systems 
 22 Air traffic managements operations 
 23 Air traffic managements procedures 
 24 Air traffic management provision of service 
 25 Air traffic management planning and design 
 26 Air traffic managements handling of radio communication failures 
 27 Air traffic control operations room management 
 28 ATC facilities 
  
40.. Aerodrome generally 
 41 Aerodrome as an entity 
 42 Aerodrome/heliport operations generally 
 43 Aerodrome/heliport lighting generally 
 44 Aerodrome equipment/facilities  
 45 Other aerodrome/heliport aids 
 46 Off aerodrome/heliport landing area 
 47 Emergency services in generally 
 48 Security consideration generally 
 49 Medical emergency services 
 
50.. Meteorological information generally 
 51 Weather observation 
 52 Relevant particular weather conditions 
 
70.. Terrain conditions generally 
 71 Mountain/hill surface 
 72 Field surface 
 73 Paddock surface 
 74 Swampy surface 
 75 Water surface 
 76 Ice surface 
 77 Other terrain condition 
 
90.. Unknown factors 
 
100.. Undefined 
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9.7. Appendix 7 

9.7.1. The complementary form for the operators 
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9.8. Appendix 8 

9.8.1. Checklist containing field for revision number and date 
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9.9.  Appendix 9 
 

9.9.1. An example of relevant rules regarding a statement 
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9.10. Appendix 10 

9.10.1. Finding form for aerodrome inspections 
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9.11. Appendix 11 

9.11.1. Relations between the different tables containing the taxonomy 
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9.12. Appendix 12 

9.12.1. Relations between the different tables connected through audit 
reference 
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9.13. Appendix 13 

9.13.1. A query from an operator inspection showing selected columns 

 
 




